# Table of Benefits – Premier Associate Members:

Premier Members can cascade benefits to all affiliated organizations

## Premier Member’s Direct Benefits

### At Your Service
- Customized IHF Secretariat contact and service (in relation with Premier Member priorities/area of interest)
- Customized updates on IHF activities by email (in relation with Premier Member priorities/area of interest)
- Annual call with the IHF Secretariat for updates on Premier Member’s priorities

### Increased International Visibility
- Information and advertisement about Premier Member’s activities pushed on IHF (social) media
- International dissemination of member’s publications
- Member’s profile available in the Website

### Tools for Action
- Possibility to develop a proprietary national or international community of practice
- Direct participation to IHF activities (e.g. surveys)
- Participation to relevant IHF Special Interest Groups
- Possibility to host a webinar
- Possibility to participate to international meetings on behalf of IHF
- Possibility to submit an entry to the IHF Grand Award

### Access to Information
- Access to information about IHF global initiatives and projects
- IHF e-newsletter
- Electronic copies of IHF working papers

## IHF Events

### Possibility to host an IHF World Hospital Congress

### 10% discount in IHF events

### Possibility to make a presentation during the IHF World Hospital Congress (upon availability)

### Possibility to have information on IHF Booth at events

### Two complimentary registration to the IHF World Hospital Congress

## Relevant International Network

### Networking opportunities during IHF Events

### Personal contact with IHF Full Members upon request

### If applicable, suggest a local candidate to join the international Young Executive Leaders initiative

## Governance

### Possibility to nominate a candidate for the IHF Governing Council

## General Benefits

### IHF Website online account for “members only” section

### IHF Membership Certificate and utilization of IHF Premier Members’ logo

### Cascade benefits to all affiliated organization

## Benefits for Premier Member’s Affiliates

### Access to Information
- IHF e-newsletter through the Premier Member
- Electronic copies of IHF working papers
- Information from/to IHF channelled by the Premier Member

### General Benefits
- IHF Website online account for “members only” section
- 10% discount in IHF events